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text in the combat section and in the glossary that refers to the bonus of a shield as “bonus shield”, but according to the designers it should be read as “bonus armor from the shield.” Anyway... Caliban’s idea is good, even if it’s expensive. Apart from the rarity of mitral, and the intrinsic cost of its construction, are there any negative aspects I’m
missing here? Your new AC with picture armor is 20. The fact that a mithril buckler +3 will not stack with image armor. It’s usually not that big for a simple spellcaster, but it’s big for rogue/bards, or those rare arcane spellcasters who wear armor. But the fact that they can be enchanted with Special Skills such as Fortification, Resisting Spell, or
Reflecting, which a magician would not normally be able to exploit. To throw from the buckler’s hand, you should switch from use as a defensive (sheild) to offensive (casting). If I have a leather armor +2, a big shield +2, and a Dex of 10... So you would have to give up the AC, you could still restore the AC in the next round. Jack, trust me as the
person who has been part of these tips since Eric’s website, this has been discussed until death in the past. Last modified: 10 Jun 2002 Are you sure? I always assumed there was a free hand to cast a spell. For example, my half rogue wizard currently has an AC of 18... Not that I really want one. Page 104 PHB, top right column. So the armor bonus of
one shield and armor set will stack with the other, but not with the armor or magic arms. They should either say that shields provide a shield bonus, or some other sentence instead of this weird exception to the rule. Armor bonuses do not accumulate. The designers didn’t come back and changed their minds. Not that Officer, but in practice, every
magician launched a spell with something held in one hand, which is a dagger, stick, crossbow, wand, potion, torch or blind kobold. I think he was worried about it... For example, Animated shields are perfect for TWFing rogues/fighters or anyone who needs to use both hands in combat. I am not sure I understand this. You do have a good point about
incorporal attacks, though. Then let him house rule however he wants them to stack or not stack and let this thread die. These rules tend to be because of balance and I have no issues with THEY saying yes or no to them. As I said, I have no issues with rules purely for balance as there are plenty of rules that exist only because THEY say so (a fireball
capping at 10d6, only rogues can spot traps with a high DC even if my elven fighter has a spot of 10 zillion, why is a dragon's 5-ft only 5ft, etc). You can also use your shield arm to wield a weapon (whether you are using an off-hand weapon or using your off hand to help wield a two-handed weapon), but you take a ¢ÃÂÂ1 penalty on attack rolls while
doing so. Both are armor bonuses. If the designers meant it to be that way, why didn't they make it a little more clear in the books? The bracers of armor will not stack with the buckler. Like bonuses do not stack, with few exceptions. Hoo Haw! What does it take to transfer a weapon to a different hand? The bonuses for magic armor and shields are
labeled as "Enhancement bonuses", not "Armor bonuses". It just gets a little frustrating to continually hear... Think of Mage Armor as a tangible force that takes the place that Armor would take up. The rules don't say I can't..." "Because They said you can't." Except in this case, the rules do say that you can't. The shield spell will stack with all those
things, however, bringing your total AC to 27, at least for one side of the battlefield. Or you could make your clothes magical using Craft Magic Arms and Armor. When a player says "The rules don't say I can't..." show him where the rules do say that he can't. Using some mithral we found during an adventure, my Rogue / Abjurer had a Mithral Buckler
+1 done for himself. The only thing that comes to mind is: do you need one or two hands to launch? Now, returning to the mitral shields ... I'm not sure the hand of the shield can hold and even challenge a weapon. The rules do not say I can't ... "" Why have they said you can't. "Laiyna â €" Bucklers give you a +1 to AC against all those who attack you
... yes, they are nice , if you do not use the bracelets of the armor or the spell of the magic armor. I asked my dm and other players. But they do it. And not stack with Mage Armor or Bracers of Armor because no? A shield is on the table of armor on page 104, and is listed as having a bonus of the armor. I know it says that for all those bladsinger skills
you can only have a long spade in hand in hand in hand to use skills (so he wouldn't be able to use that sheild), BT Coudl gets your base 4 attacks + Your Blade Singer attack, then switch to Off Hand, with QuickDraw using the same Lognsword in Off Hand, and continue to attack, then go to the main hand, to hurry? Yes, it's true. I was just a little
surprised not to have seen other rogues or magicians use them. It could also launch Shield, and have that stack, since it provides coverage, instead of a direct bonus. In any case, if you use a weapon in your free hand, you won't have the buckler bon bonus for the rest of the round. Definitely not in the last year. It is really boring that the shields
provide a reinforcement bonus that stacks with some armor bonuses, but not others. I was waiting for me, but I thought: Â «You can use a freehand weapon, but a penalty of -1 is applied on the attack rollers due to the extra weight on the arm", when using a Shield ... I'm pretty sure you don't accept a negative to casting, you only lose the bonus a,
until the next Yoru turn. So, it can't A A :ilartim srelkcuB :eR :eR :eR 2002 onguig 01 :acifidom amitlU .osse id ottos o arpos arutamraânu Best friend... No, they don't accumulate with other armor. Will not increase  air conditioning, but will Anyway attacks and surprise attacks. This is one of the reasons why they can't stack. Theres no need for
"exceptionsÂ" and it fits perfectly... Do you understand what I mean? I'm really trying to be  idiot I just want to be sure of my options. Nevertheless, I have a magician who finally thinks to get a +1 Mithril Buckler of Heavy Fortification. Using some machine guns we found during a   adventure, my Halfling Rogue/Abjurer made a Mithral Buckler +1 for
himself. I forgot that the Bracers provided the same kind of bonus as the +1-+5 magic ratio on a sheild. You will no longer need to choose a single opponent. Nevertheless, I have a magician who finally thinks to get a +1 Mithril Buckler of Heavy Fortification. Dr. Zoom â I know it works like this, I was just trying to say how stupid the  is  exception...
Our next trip is to the Temple of Elemental Evil. Are you sure? Improvements These are the prices for this item when made with specific materials or improvements. If I can't use  Magic Armor with  enchanted shield, this means I have a 1-level Magic slot plus¹ to use on another spell, and I don't waste money on a Magic Armor Wand. I'm looking for
something a little more concrete than "Soandso says.Â" Jack, trust me, as someone who's been on these boards since Eric's website, we've discussed it to death in the past. Dodge bonus stack. The stack buckler with the worn armor bonus for Ã². Ã¨ quite useful for an additional +6 AC, provided that you boost to +5. Greg Come giÃ suggested by
Caliban, I think the enchanted mitrile buckles most useful to an arcane caster are those equipped with ability special conditions. I have to remember that. This Allegiance can be ...'ehcrep ...'ehcrep itittabid i idrocir non 'ehcrep os non ,heB .11+ id elatot sunob nu rep ,oducs ous lus e draziW led ititsev ius Quite intense - Calibano and Karinsdad were
really fighting. . Ziggy I think that the only place where we talk about clothes as a reinforcement is in the spell of magical shipbuilding where he says: "For the purposes of this spell, the clothes are treated as a armor ..." which weakly implies that the normal condition It is the reverse and the clothes are not armor. This penalty overlaps those that can
be applied to fight with the hand and to fight with two weapons. Icebear I think he is questioning the logic of the rules and wants a logical explanation of why they are not stacked and the "because they say" is to deduce that this is the only reason why the rule exists. As calibano and others said, armor braces can give a much larger bon bonus ... +1
size, +4 dex, +1 prot. Those two +2 bonuses are labeled as the same and made with the same spell , so they should not stack. Cute for him. So I practically made my home government, but I saw where it can be abused and as such I can do with the rules in my next campaign. I agree. [Edit] Even Karinsdad who thought he had to accumulate
eventually arrived that they should not because of things that happened in his campaign with it obtaining unbalance. Trust me as someone who has been here since Eric has the advice ... a buckle with invainted would do a great object for an image, prob even better than defense arms +8. What about magic armor and magic shields stacking? Anyone,
even the Arcanakers, or those who are not experts in the use of the shield can use one without penalties. I didn't see it at all, even though there is a lot of people with mitral chain shirts around. The scaffolding of the image will not impil with the buckle. Check the pH, page 104, up the page below Armor. I personally think they messed up here. Not to
mention that mitral objects are automatically considered original works, and therefore can be easily enchanted. Apart from the rarity of desopmi si sllor katta is ytlanep 1- A boy, Desu eb nam, elpmor gnilflah yltner rof .X, Elpmaxe Rof .Xhese DNA, Ruomra Fo Srecarb Esoht Htiw Dedda, Metir DNE Etu DNArt Truck thisiteuq for 2002, 01 Non: Dua
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Sedisnwod Yana Eraht era, ti htiw gnidiub fo tnerehhi eht DNA of the extra weight on your arm," when using a buckler... "Can I do this?" "No." "Why not? The exception is shields with suits of armor. Your AC here would be 18. Still a very good item, added in with those bracers of armour, and high dex. I know. The only thing that is bad, is if your spell
caster draws a weapon, he's either gonna have to give up his ac, bonus or drop is weapo to cast. Thxs for settign that straight. Yes, shields stack with *physical* suits of armor. The mage armor spell would count against incorporeal sources, however, while your armor and shield would not. The reason I'm fond of the buckler, isn't so much that it'll give
me better AC... Page 2 Pretty sure. So now... I'm starting to imagine an elite band of elven Bladesinger/Arcane Archers armed with longswords, longbows and mithral bucklers. I don't think it'd be horribly overpowering though. It's one thing to allow it when a +1 buckler is all the wizard is going to have, it's quite another with a +5 buckler and +8
bracers of armor. As people spend more time in 3e idea's liek this one will become more well known, and common place though, I bet I'm starting to imagine an elite band of elven Bladesinger/Arcane Archers armed with longswords, longbows and mithral bucklers. (In the original huge debate about this, we eventually got confirmations from Sean
Reynolds, Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, and Skip Williams.) Last edited: Jun 10, 2002 Mithral Buckler + Magic Vestment = High level goodness. The rules are clear on this. To cast from the buckler hand, you would have to shift from using it as defensive (sheild) to offensive (casting). If fact, you could call a spell like Shield a shield bonus, instead of
cover, and reduce a little of the potintial abuse. I agree it makes more logical sense to allow them to stack, but after playing with those rules (and seeing the frustration on the fighter's face when the mage is running around with Shield, Mage Armor anu icresse ebbervoD .arutamra sunob nu onorffo ibmartnE .ilatsop ednab id eires anu otnauq otnat
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omirp li etnarud olracifirev rep ottut id ottaf oH .oirbiliuqe id inoigar rep eraf olretop non id osneP )ocigam oialozlac nu like casting with that hand? Some bonus circumstances stack. A 15Â° level cleric can easily save a couple of dressing spells. Last modified by IceBear: Jun 10, 2002 Become a little frustrating to listen to continuously ... How is it
unclear or difficult? I was trying to take a point. The armor clothes and screens are the exception, not the rule. However ... Everyone knows on Mithril Shirts, from the 2nd Elven Chain Edition. I had a story of home that the shields provided a shield bonus, and not a rework bonus, so the spells in my campaign could stack shields with magician armor
and armor bracelets. If I was playing in a different campaign, I wouldn't even allow it. Anyway ... it's fantastic. I'm sure. Heh ... this material is published with the Ogl this small metallic shield is worn with tied to your forearm. Yes, but armor and screens they both provide a reinforcement bonus. And it does not stumble with wizard armor or armor
bracelines anyone, even the arcane enchanters or those who are not experts in the use of the shield can use one without penalties. Totally polished, it would be an AC of 29! Yowza! Does anyone have an answer for my QuickDraw question? Bonuses from armor and a stack of shield. PHB, Armor, Armor Quality, Bonus Armor. Log in or register to
remove this armor of the announcement is the spell of the requirements to make the object. The reason why it is not the common place is, it is not a popular or well-known piece. Would you like to allow Mage Armor and Bracer of Armor to stack? These clothes have (approximately) the same cost as armature bracelets, and most of the Magi do not use
the armature slot. How Haw! Actually, something I was asking and wanted to ask a little. Yes. Personally, it can be useful, but I think the restrictions on rarity and cost to make it macicals are all the restrictions you need. You can use a bow or crossbow without penalties while the door. Since Caliban suggested above, I think of Mithril; I don't really
care if they do a pile, I'm just trying to find a good reason for this, confirmed by something in the rulebooks. The AC is better provided by Bracers and some of the enchantments are hard to come by in other ways. The armor bonuses from a suit of armor and a shield stack. double post. They just clarified some poor wording. The rules don't say I
can't..." "Because They said you can't." I am not sure I understand this. The protective value of the armor. If you cast mage armor on yourself, you would get another +4 armor bonus, which does not stack with either the armor or the shield, because they are the same bonus. HOWEVER, you *Can* cast it, and benefit from it when incorperal creatures
try to get you, since your regular armor bonus from armor doesn't stack (except magical bonuses). its pretty useful for an additional +6 AC, provided you enhancet to +5. log in or register to remove this ad Actually, Monte said that was done on purpose I think. laiyna So now... So any Special Ability you put on the buckler affects all enemies attack
you. I was under the impression that suits of armor/other armor bonuses don't stack, but a single shield armor bonus can stack with any other armor bonus... You can¢ÃÂÂt bash someone with a buckler. I haven't yet seen the debate. debate.
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